W3740 WEREWOLF CULT CHRONICLES : VIETNAM 1969
(SWEDEN, 2005) [SHORT FILM]
(Other titles: Vietnam 1969)

Credits: director, Ola Paulakoski ; writer, Jesper Pingo Lindstrom.
Cast: Alexander Lindman, Johannes Soderqvist, Per Eklund, Sandra Gustavsson, Klas Mostad.

Summary: Short (22 min.) horror film, one of a series of three (to date), this one being set in Southeast Asia in 1969. Three American soldiers are on a secret mission to Skull Bay, north of Laos. Sergeant Jones (Mostad), Private Maddox (Lindman) and Private Turner (Soderqvist) have been sent to find and kill a female Vietnamese CIA infiltrator (Gustavsson). During the night Sergeant Jones disappears. Something is following the soldiers in the dark. A bloodthirsty werewolf is out for revenge.
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